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The University Mace

Symbols of authority and power, maces were originally hand weapons designed for use against armor. Topped by the flame of knowledge, the University Mace has the University Seal as a focal point and unifying element. Tassels of maroon and white hang from the shaft of fourteen rods of black walnut, symbolizing the fourteen counties of the Commonwealth, held together by a gold band, which symbolizes their unity.

The Head of the Mace is gold plate over highly polished brass. Complex curves radiating from the hub in which the Seal is centered reflect light in constantly changing patterns, symbolic of the many-faceted environment of the University life.

The Mace is borne by the Faculty Co-Chairperson of the University Assembly.

Academic Costume and Regalia

Academic regalia represent traditions which come down from the Middle Ages, when European universities were institutions of the church. At that time, robes were a common form of dress, particularly for officials of church and state. The cut of the robe, its adornment, and the colors used comprised a specialized heraldry that conveyed the rank and station of the wearer. At the universities, both faculty and students were considered to be part of the church hierarchy and were expected to wear the prescribed gowns. As society moved toward more modern forms of dress, only royalty, clergy and academics retained the traditional regalia and then only reserving it for ceremonial use.

Modern academic regalia retains some of the symbols of the earlier forms of ceremonial dress. The gown tends to be fullest, longest, and heaviest for the doctoral degree. The sleeves for the bachelor's and master's gowns are typically open at the wrist. Cuffs are more common on the doctoral gown, and the sleeves are adorned by three velvet stripes, symbolic of the degree. The mantle worn about the shoulders, called the hood, is the remnant of functional head gear worn for warmth in the unheated classrooms of medieval universities. Today its colors refer to the school that granted the degree and the discipline or level of the degree (e.g., navy blue for Ph.D., pink for music, etc.).

The usual color for academic gowns in the United States is black. However, almost three dozen universities in this country and many others in Europe have adopted more colorful robes. In general, this practice has been limited to schools more than one hundred years old. Among the colorful robes represented at this commencement are ones from Boston College, Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Duke, Harvard, New York, Princeton, Rutgers, Tufts and Yale universities, and Universities of California, Kansas and Rhode Island.

This program is for ceremonial purposes only. The official list of graduates is maintained by the University Registrar.
Commencement
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Harbor Campus
Saturday
May 31 at 2 pm
The Program

The Academic Procession

The National Anthem

Invocation
David Gotfrid

Greetings of the University
David C. Knapp
President

Special Awards
Chancellor’s Distinguished Teaching Awards
Chancellor’s Distinguished Scholarship Awards
Chancellor’s Distinguished Service Award
Alumni Association Student Award
John W. Ryan Faculty Convocation Award
John F. Kennedy Award for Academic Excellence
Alvan S. Ryan Award for Distinguished Graduate Study in English

Greetings of the Class of 1980
Nancy Erin Cross

Address
Robert A. Corrigan
Chancellor

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

Conferral of Graduate Degrees

Conferral of Undergraduate Degrees

Recessional

Music by Cantabrigia Brass Ensemble, Robert Pettipaw, Music Director
Banners by Harold Thurman
Guests are asked to remain seated until the academic procession has departed.
Honorary Degree Recipients

FLORENCE LUSCOMB, Doctor of Laws

The life of Florence Luscomb is an inspiration to all who hope to see realized in America the values of social justice, democracy and peace. A life-long resident of Massachusetts, she was, in 1912, one of the first women graduates of M.I.T. She practised architecture until World War I, at which time she turned her energy and idealism toward constructing a sound dwelling place for all Americans. An activist in the Campaign for Women's Suffrage over seventy years ago, she is today strongly identified with, and considered a link between, the nineteenth-century Women's Rights Movement and the Women's Liberation Movement of the last decade. Her crusades for social equality, however, were not for women only, but for all Americans. Acutely aware of the social impact of racial prejudice, she was an activist and officer in the first Boston Chapter of the NAACP. Believing that the struggles for social and economic justice were inseparable, she organized office workers' unions, and ran as a Progressive Party candidate for Governor in 1952. An outspoken opponent of militarism and war, she worked in the International League for Peace and Freedom for nearly sixty years. She has told her biographers that she considers it a great tragedy that most of us travel down a high-walled lane with people of our own kind while beyond the walls lie all humanity, "unknown, unseen, and untouched by our restricted and impoverished lives." On her journey to create a just and peaceful world, Florence Luscomb, unlike most of us, walked beyond the walls and profoundly touched humanity.

PHILIP J. MCNIFF, Doctor of Humane Letters

An alumnus of Boston College, Philip J. McNiff held major positions in the Harvard Library before becoming Director of the Boston Public Library in 1965. To these great research institutions he has given and is giving wise and dedicated leadership. At Harvard he helped to develop the concept of the undergraduate library, and the Lamont Library, the first of its kind, became a model for the whole country. At the Boston Public Library he has developed programs for the old and young, opening for them exciting new worlds to be explored through books. To "Phil" McNiff, librarianship means serving the entire constituency of the library. He has always put the needs of users first, and has instilled this principle in all who have had the privilege of working with him. His vision has not been local; his friends include librarians around the world with whom he has worked on library problems that call for national and international cooperation. This honorary degree expresses the gratitude and appreciation of this academic community which benefits greatly from the Boston Public Library under the directorship of Phil McNiff—doyen of Boston's librarians.

I.M. PEI, Doctor of Fine Arts

I.M. Pei has brought elegance and vitality to our lives and our cities. Born in China, he has become the architect most identified internationally with contemporary American architecture. His many noted buildings, which include the John F. Kennedy Memorial Library here on Columbia Point, and the East Wing of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, are works of art in themselves and pristine symbols for our nation. I.M. Pei not only shapes our environment but creates the best in architecture: dramatic, symbolic and functional design allied to perfectly crafted materials. We are grateful to have him and his architecture in our presence.

ANDREW YOUNG, Doctor of Laws

Andrew Young has lived in three different but overlapping worlds. As an ordained minister, he served in a number of Southern parishes and on the National Council of Churches. In 1961 he was appointed by Martin Luther King, Jr. as Executive Director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. He represented Atlanta in the Congress for two terms, before being appointed United States Ambassador to the United Nations by President Carter. Now, as founder and dollar-a-year employee of a non-profit corporation called Young Ideas, he is working to increase American trade with developing nations. In addressing a conference of black mayors while he was in Congress, he said, "We can't help but be people who believe in doing the impossible, because we've already done so much of it." In each of his roles—spiritual, political and, now, commercial—Andrew Young has been succeeding with the impossible.
Recipients of Senior Honors

GEORGE UMERAH ARIMAH
Black Studies

WILLIAM ANDREW BENNETT
Biology

MICHEL BERTA
French

STEPHEN WILSON BRICE
Political Science

JOSEPH F. BUSCHINI
English

NINA EMILIA CALBAZANA
Black Studies

CHRISTOPHER CHARLES CLARK
Music

JOANNE CHRISTINA-MARIE CULLINANE
Chemistry

ANNE MARIE DOHERTY
English

JOHN J. DONOGHUE
Physics

RON J. ETTER
Biology

HOWARD SHELDON FUHRMAN
Chemistry

SANA GARDESCU
Biology

CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH GUERIN
Biology

ANDREA KRISTIN HURLEY
Biology

PATRICIA ANN JEROME
Biology

KENNETH STUART LADER
Chemistry

LYNN A. MCLEAN
Psychology

ELIZABETH FRANCES MORSE
English

MICHAEL ELLIOT NEWMAN
Chemistry

LUCILLE M. PONTE
Political Science

ROBERT M. REITZ
English

SIGRID ANN ROGERS
Psychology

TERRY N. TURNER
Psychology

CHARLOTTE DENTON VANDEMOER
Psychology

CLAIRE E. VANN
English

MARGUERITE A. WATERMAN
Sociology

MARCI A. WINITZER
Political Science

The following students were elected to Alpha Kappa Delta (National Honorary Society in Sociology):

Merielen Ackerman
Margaret R. Allosso
Carol A. Butler
Elizabeth Carlile Jessiman
Harold E. Jones, Jr.
Cheryl Ann Marshall
Elaine C. Mc Ardle
Jean Marie McGrath
Geraldine Sullivan Noonan
Denise Tinkler Saltman
Ellen D. Sciore
Richard A. Stahl
Jann Taylor
Clyde F. Walton
Marguerite A. Waterman

The following students were elected to Sigma Pi Sigma (National Honorary Society in Physics):

Philip Chu
John J. Donohue
Claire Audrey McCarthy
Lawrence John Reinhart
James Edward Ruane, Jr.
Marina Willings
Departmental Prizes

GEORGE E. BARBARO for Distinction in Psychology
WENDY CHRISTINE BAYLISS for Distinction in Anthropology
MICHEL BERTA for Distinction in French
NORMAN WILLIAM BLACK for Distinction in Economics
STEPHEN WILSON BRICE for Distinction in Political Science
JOSEPH F. BUSCHINI — The Alfred R. Ferguson Award
   for Distinguished Work in American Literature
BARBARA EILEEN CALABRO for Distinction in Sociology
NINA EMILIA CALBAZANA for Distinction in Art and Black Studies
CRYSTAL ANNE CHEMRIS for Distinction in Spanish
CARINE NATHALIE CORMAN for Distinction in Individual Major in East Asian Studies
WILLIAM JOHN DARGON for Distinction in Political Science
JANET MARIE DIAMOND for Distinction in English
MARIA V. DIRIMINI for Distinction in Italian
JOHN J. DONOGHUE for Distinction in Physics
ANNE SCOTT EGAN for Distinction in English
RON J. ETTER for Distinction in Biology
ROBERT WALTER FAULSTICH for Distinction in Economics
HOWARD SHELDON FUHRMAN for Distinction in Chemistry
SANA GARDESCU for Distinction in Biology
DAVID ARTHUR GETZ for Distinction in Biology
KAREN J. HAMILTON — College of Management and Professional Studies Prize
CAROLE ANN JENSEN for Distinction in History and in Individual Major in American Civilization
PATRICIA ANN JEROE for Distinction in Biology
MICHAEL L. JONES for Distinction in Mathematical Science
THOMAS G. KAPLAN-MAXFIELD for Distinction in Music
KENNETH STUART LADER for Distinction in Chemistry
CHARLES ALAN LEVIN — Management Program Prize
RONA G. LEVINE for Distinction in Mathematical Science
ALBERT LIZOTTE for Distinction in Theatre Arts
PASQUALE LUISE for Distinction in Italian
WILLIAM T. MCCARRON for Distinction in Greek and Latin
MARGARET MARY MCPHERSON for Distinction in History
ZAHRA MOINI for Distinction in Mathematical Science
KATHLEEN MARIE MULLIGAN for Distinction in Biology
MARJORIE VOLPE MURRAY for Distinction in History
MICHAEL ELLIOT NEWMAN for Distinction in Chemistry
KATHLEEN ANN PARKER for Distinction in Economics
ROBERT J. PELLEGRINI — Louis Ruchames Memorial Prize in History
VSEVOLOD PETRIV for Distinction in Russian
SUSAN PHILLIPS for Distinction in Music
ELIZABETH PILACHOWSKI for Distinction in Russian
M. F. SUZANNE PINETTE for Distinction in Biology
LUCILLE M. PONTE for Distinction in Political Science
SHARON ANN SANTILLI for Distinction in French
VIVIAN J. SCHELM — Luis Emilio Soto Prize in Spanish
LAURIE ANN SKESTONE for Distinction in Mathematical Science
URSULA M. STRACUZZI for Distinction in French
TERRY N. TURNER for Distinction in Mathematical Science and Juan Carlos Merlo Memorial Prize
ROBERT H. VOSS for Distinction in Biology
STANLEY MICHAEL WANUCHA for Distinction in French
MARCIA JANE WINITZER for Distinction in Political Science and the Richard J. Landry Award
DONNA M. WOODWARD for Distinction in Anthropology
PAULINE F. YOUNG for Distinction in Sociology
Candidates for Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Master of Arts

Sasha Ahuja - History
Martin Camacho - English
Roberta Cohen - Critical & Creative Thinking
Frances L. Cronin - English
Giovanni Ferro - Critical & Creative Thinking
Donald Filan - Mathematical Science
Lorraine Gill - English
Paula Giraud-McCann - English
Geraldine Herbert - Critical & Creative Thinking
Patricia K. Johnson - Critical & Creative Thinking
Milton Kerstein - History
Norman Levey - English
Stephen Carmine Manganiello - History
Stephanie Martin - History-Archival Methods
Annette Mayer - History
Eileen McMahon - Critical & Creative Thinking
Billie-Jean Melton - Critical & Creative Thinking
Eleanor Murphy - History-Archival Methods
Gail O'Hare - History-Archival Methods
Eugene Povirk - History
Walter Punch - English
Peter Richardson - History
Maureen Roach - Critical & Creative Thinking
Marlene Rockmore - History
Michael Rosas - Critical & Creative Thinking
Lalchand Shimpi - Mathematical Science
Laurie Spector - History-Archival Methods

Master of Science

Gary Bogue - Biology
Noreen Michele Colannino - Biology
Kunio Kano - Chemistry
Li-Li Liu - Biology
William McKenzie - Biology
Mary Smith - Biology
Takashi Ueda - Biology
Richard Viscarello - Biology

Bachelor of Arts

Merielen Ackerman - Sociology
Nora Adams - Political Science
Judy Helena Adonian - English
Richard Leo Ahern - Spanish & Sociology
Hashim J. Al-Mumeet - Mathematical Science
Philip M. Alberto - Biology
Michael Lewis Alhertson - Political Science
Janice Marie Alden - Psychology
Joan Marie Aldrich - Art
Christina M. Alexander - Art
Bonnie Louise Allen - English
Francis L. Allen - Economics
Margaret R. Allosio - Sociology
Ahmad M. Ally - Economics
Rutiko Amano - Anthropology & Art
John D. Amirault - History
Audrey Anderson - Anthropology
Sharon E. Andrews - Psychology
Nicholas Anisimov - Economics
Daphne Carvela Antoniadis - Sociology
Anthony Gerard Arbia - Biology
Cheryl Evangeline Armstrong - Black Studies & Sociology
Julia Pamela Armstrong - Psychology
Victor Manuel Marquez Asencio - Psychology & Political Science
Maryellen Asgeirsson - Sociology
Thomas Ashe - Economics
Karkilee Atkins - Sociology & Spanish
Mark Lee Atkins - English
Terrence J. Aubie - Art & Sociology
Christina M. Baccari - Art
Larry C. Bagley - Art
Ruth Theresa Bailey - Psychology
Robert Michael Baines - French
George E. Barbaro - Psychology
Lisa Anne Barnett - English
Paul Gerard Barry - English
Sherid Peterson Basile - History
Jeffrey Raymond Bates - Music
Wendy Christine Bayliss - Anthropology
Mary Ellen Beatty - Political Science
Alison A. Beddow - History
Arpi Bedjoian - English
Assunta Bello - Italian & Spanish
Mira E. Bengen - Biology
Holly A. Benson - Psychology
Kathleen Debraug Bergan - Ethics, Social, & Political Philosophy
Michel Berta - French
Charles J. Biggie - History
Philipp Jacob—Political Science
Nahad Jamal—Political Science & Philosophy
Edwin John Jaros—Political Science
Helen Mary Jarzembski—Art
Debbie A. Jasek—English
Charles E. Jenkins—Sociology
Harold Jenkins—Economics
Carole Ann Jensen—Political Science & Psychology
Edwin John Jaszczak—Political Science
Helen Mary Jarzembski—Art
Debbie A. Jasek—English
Charles E. Jenkins—Sociology
Harold Jenkins—Economics
Carole Ann Jensen—Anthropology, History & Individual Major in American Civilization
Elizabeth Carline Jessman—Sociology
Harold E. Jones, Jr.—Sociology & Black Studies
Michael L. Jones—Mathematical Science
Charles Francis Jordan—History
Stephen E. Journakos—Music
Diane M. Joyce—Theatre Arts
Arturo juvenile—Psychology
David A. Kanter—Sociology
Thomas G. Kaplan—Maxfield—English & Music
Pamela E. Karmazine—Political Science & Psychology
Carolann Karol—Political Science & Sociology
Nadia Z. Krell—Spanish
Peter G. Katsiganis—Political Science
Hilary Keane—Economics
Karen E. Kearney—Anthropology
Carol A. Keefe—History & Sociology
Elaine Patricia Keenan—Psychology
Margaret T. Kelly—English
Lois E. Kiley—Psychology
Ellen M. Killion—Psychology
Charles A. King—History
Patrick Eyewell King—Economics
Marjorie Kirstein—English
Louis Martin Klipper—History
Janice E. Knight—Psychology
Demetrios Kontozisis—Political Science
Lauren A. Koosheian—Sociology
Madeleine Helen Kuczynski—Sociology
Kenneth Stuart Lader—Chemistry
William J. Lafarge—Psychology
Luis G. Lajara—Music
Joseph P. Landolfi—Economics
Daniel J. Lannon—Philosophy
Elizabeth T. Lansing—Psychology
Richard M. Lanza—Psychology
Janet Marie LaFemina—Political Science
Karl J. Liquirida—Political Science & Sociology
Adreienne Laverne Law—Political Science
Augustus A. Lawlor—History & Sociology
Linda J. Lawrence—History
Jeanne Harper Lawson—Sociology
Kenneth Raymond Leary—English
George Thomas Leather—Political Science
Kathleen Lee—English
Lee Leffler—English
Mary Louise Leland—Art
Nancy M. Lemoine—Theatre Arts
Alice Diane Leo—Sociology
Jo-anne Leppanen—Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
Steven Mark Leven—Political Science & Economics
Myrna Leshefsky Levine—History
Rona G. Levine—Mathematical Science & Psychology
Robert M. Liberman—Psychology
Spencer E. Libbety—Chemistry
Angelo Licausi—Art
Diane Mary Christine Lilly—Sociology
Gary A. Lind Sinaian—Anthropology
Albert Lisotore—Theatre Arts
Gustavo A. Loarca—Economics
Linnet D. Lockhart—Psychology
Brunilda Lopez—Psychology
Laura B. Lopez—Sociology
Michael Gerard Loring—Sociology
Anita L. Lott—Psychology
F. James Lubinski—Sociology
Pasquale Luise—Italian
Andrew Oscar Lundberg—Chemistry
Stephen Michael Luzinski—English
Daniel Joseph Lydon—Economics
Michele Teresa Lydon—English
Lucinda L. Lyman—English
Walter L. Lyons—Mathematical Science
Mark Randall MacCallum—Economics
Karen Pitts MacDonald—Sociology
John Colin MacDougall II—Psychology
Kathleen Mackay—Art
Nancy J. MacKinnon—English
Anne Louise MacLennan—English
Helen E. MacMellon—Economics
William Joseph Magee—Psychology
Michael Joseph Maguire—Sociology
Colin Patrick Mahon—English
Joseph J. Mahoney—Economics & Political Science
Kathleen Marie Mahoney—English
Felix Maldonado—Psychology
Patricia Mooren Maloney—Anthropology
Elaine Marie Mantra—Psychology
Mary A. Maniadis—English
Joan L. Manning—Psychology
Margaret Marie Mannix—Sociology
William Francis Mannke—English
Susan Powell Marcus—English
Cecilia Maristany—Spanish
Paul G. Markle—Sociology
Cheryl Ann Marshall—Sociology
Patricia C. Mason—Anthropology
Richard Alan Mason—History
Sharon Diane Mason—Economics & Sociology
Julie Christine Matthews—German
Paul Mark Anthony Mazzarella—History
Elaine C. McArdle—Sociology
Linda Frances McBay—Psychology
Rosaleen McCaffrey—Psychology
Marie Catherine McCall—Sociology
William T. McCarron—Greek & Latin
Dennis B. McCarthy—Psychology
Gerard Michael McCarthy—Sociology
James J. McCarthy—English
James Michael McCarthy—Psychology
Mary Ellen McCloy—Music
Melissa Mary McDonald—Theatre Arts
Robert Joseph McDonald—Economics & Political Science
Kathleen T. McDonough—Sociology
Denise Elaine McGinn—Sociology
Linda Anne McGibbon - Psychology
Barbara McGlynn - Anthropology
Jean Marie McGrath - Sociology
Lawrence J. McGrath - History
Rita McGrath - Economics
Peter McIntyre - History
Jean Elizabeth McIsaac - Art
Janet A. McLaughlin - English
Kathleen Marie McLaughlin - Psychology
Lynn A. Mclean - Psychology
Nancy Ellen McMahan - Sociology
Joseph William McMurray - Sociology
Francis J. Meila - Psychology
Mary Joan Merkley - English & Sociology
Maureen Meehan - Biology
Judy Marie Mekosky - Sociology
Raymond A. Melehan - Sociology
Carl Frederick Meles III - Psychology
Maria John Faia Mendes - English
Donna Georgette Meredith - Psychology
Diane Alice Merian - Psychology
Susan Jean Merrifield - English
Kevin P. Merrigian - History & Political Science
Judith Mary Merritt - Psychology & Sociology
Carla Marie Meskill - French
Collene M. Meyer - Art
Dennis Joseph Michaud - History
Cheryl Miller - English
Nancy Sue Miller - Psychology
Jon D. Mills - English & Individual Major in Asian Studies
Michael Anthony Misci - Art
Gaunzetta LaRosa Mitchell - Psychology
Daniel Charles Molino - English
Jeanne M. Monahan - English
Steven Morris - Psychology
Diana Lee Mood - Political Science & Economics
Sheila Mooney - Psychology
Jesus M. Morales Bello - Biology
Norman James Moran - Art
Paul J. Moran - Political Science
Arthur P. Morelli - Political Science
Nancy J. Morrison - Political Science
Kathleen Maura Morrissey - Psychology
Elizabeth Frances Morse - English
Evelyn Morse - English
Leslie Quinn Moseley - History
Karen Ann Moser - Political Science & Psychology
Richard T. Mosley - Sociology
Bruce Edward Muddart - English
Karen M. Mullin - Theatre Arts
Joanne P. Mulligan - Psychology
Barbara Lynn Munro - English
Jeanne M. Munroe - Music
Donald Erskine Murdock, Jr. - Art
Denise L. Murphy - Sociology
Jean Marie Murphy - Mathematical Science
Joseph Murphy - Biology
Lynne A. Murphy - Psychology
Michael Thomas Murphy - Sociology
Marjorie Volpe Murray - History
Rune P. Muus - Anthropology
Lanriso Dawson Myers - History
Nell Rae Naiditch - Biology
Laure Marie Najar - Sociology
Nicholas Gerard Nasso - English
David Wayne Nathan - History
Jonathan J. Nathan - Individual Major in Religion, Myths and Psychology
Paul A. Needleman - Political Science
Paul Michael Nelson - Psychology
Paul W. Nolan - Philosophy
Geraldine Sullivan Noonan - Sociology
Sheryl Elizabeth Norman - Anthropology
Patricia M. Norton - Art
Patricia A. Nosella - English
Barbara Marie Norris Oakes - Anthropology
Francis P. O'Brien - Music
Gerard T. O'Brien - Sociology
Joseph Daniel O'Brien - History
Lawrence Edward Patrick O'Brien - Sociology
Lawrence T. O'Brien - Theatre Arts
Theodore Patrick O'Brien, Jr. - English
Gail Elaine O'Hern - Psychology
Daniel W. O'Malley - English
Krishana Ann Orelia - Sociology
Michael R. O'Neil - Economics
Philip J. O'Neil - Mathematical Science
Everest Chukwuyere Onuoha - Political Science
Charles Kingsley Opoku - Economics & Political Science
John Anthony Oraco - Economics
Emilia T. Paradox - French
Peter Padilla - Sociology
Donna Marie Paglicco - Biology
Christopher Marc Fahan - Anthropology
Betty Pacheco - Classical Studies
Jeffrey Pava - Chemistry
Patricia M. Pappas - English
Georgia E. Paradoxa - Spanish
Kathleen Ann Parker - Economics
Nora A. Pasternak - Psychology
Ramcon C. Patricia - Black Studies
Richard B. Patterson, Jr. - History
Philippine R. Paul - Sociology
Guy Alexander Peartree - Anthropology
Robert J. Pellegreni - History
Robert W. Pelletier - Biology
Margaret L. Pendlbury - History
Evelyn Maria Perez - Psychology
Eleanor Florence Perryman - Sociology
Lucille Pering - Sociology
Abigail Elizabeth Peterson Young - Art
Yannick Akindor Petit-Fre - French
Vsevolod Petriv - Russian
Ann Marie Pether - Sociology
Susan Phillips - Music
Jane Marie Pidgeon - Political Science
Elizabeth Pichowicz - Russian
Helena I. Pikitin - Sociology
Peter A. Place - English
Thomas E. Planon - Art
Pamela M. Plevock - Biology
Roseanne Polito - Sociology
William E. Pollard - Psychology
Lucille M. Ponte - Political Science
Pamela G. Porter - Sociology
Margaret Anne Powell - Political Science
Virginia Dawn Pratt - Sociology
Stephen Robert Pratt - English
Valerie Pruitt - Economics
William G. Rayner - Sociology
Robert M. Reitz - English
James Michael Roach - Psychology
Anne Charlotte Robertson - Art & Psychology
James E. Rollins - Art
Katherine Savino Romano - Spanish
Karen Joyce Rose - Biology
Irene J. Rosenberg - Chemistry
Solabomi Ayotunde Rosji - French & Economics
Deborah Renee Rouse - Psychology
James Edward Ruane, Jr. - Physics
Susan S. Rubin - Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy & Sociology
Michael J. Ruggere - Music
William John Ruggieri - English & Psychology
Jane Noreen Russell - Mathematical Science
David Dean Ryan - History
Mark Kenan Ryan - English & Sociology
Matthew Francis Ryan - Economics
Javne L. Rygh - Psychology
Steven Jay Saba - Music
Marcie Victoria Saganov - Political Science
Kathleen Egans Saleme - English
Sarah Anne Salerno - English
Denise Tinkler Saltman - Sociology
Lisa Julia Sampson - Sociology
Robert Anthony Sanborn - Political Science
Dorothy R. Sansevero - Sociology
Sharon Ann Sanetti - French
Paul J. Santoro - Spanish
Maria Manuela da Silva Santos - English
Daniel Joseph Sardot - Political Science & English
Debra Jean Saunders - Greek & Latin
Christine Marie Savage - Psychology
Judith E. Sawyer - French
Janet M. Scannell - Sociology
Tina M. Scarlata - Psychology
Robert B. Scheffler - Sociology
Vivian J. Schelm - Spanish
Mark Douglas Schneider - Philosophy
Ellen D. Sciore - Sociology
Jean L. Scott - Anthropology
Michael J. Scully - Political Science
Lori A. Seeberger - English
Wendy Elizabeth Seely - Art
Andrew Robert Seplow - Spanish
Marjorie Lois Shanle - English
Michael P. Shanley - Psychology
Joan Elizabeth Shea - Sociology
Michael Francis Shea - Sociology
Jeffrey Ford Sheehan - Political Science
Robert F. Sheehan - History
Virginia Mary Sheehan - Art
Daniel Kelso Sherwood - German
Bradley S. Sidman - Biology
Mario Bettencourt Silva - Political Science
Wayne R. Sinclair - Anthropology
Theresa M. Skeber - Psychology
Cheryl Ann Sloan - Sociology
David L. Small - Economics
Catherine M. Smith - French
Jeffrey Paul Smith - Mathematical Science & Economics
Lamont Alexander Smith - Music & Black Studies
Marilyn C. Smith - Art
Michael Weinberg Smith - Political Science & Economics
Nathalie L. Smith - Art
Michael David Smolker - History
Jennifer S. Snyder - English
Jamie E. Solomson - Psychology
Barry A. Spellman - Anthropology
Scott Spencer - Individual Major in American Civilization
Robert L. Speziano - Psychology
JoAnn Allen Sprague - Classical Studies
Mary Louise Stace - Spanish
Richard A. Stahl - Sociology
William David Thomas Stanton - Political Science
Jay Porter Stearns - Economics
Edee Steffek - Psychology
Robin Stengis - Spanish
Canon Stevens - History
Carl W. Stewart - English
James Robert Stewart - Philosophy
Ursula M. Stracuzzi - French
John Gregory Strand - Classical Studies
Marjorie Ann Strauchler - Psychology
Robert T. Strauss - Mathematical Science
Gayle L. Stuve - Psychology
Leonard Sullivan - Theatre Arts
Paula Jean Sullivan - English & Theatre Arts
Phyllis Ann Surette - Sociology
Nancy Suzanne Sylvester - Art & Music
Jan Taylor - Sociology
Marsha L. Taylor - English
William Edward Taylor - Philosophy
Lisa Tedesco - English
Elizabeth Terry - English
Domenic Vincent Testa - Theatre Arts
Jeanette Maria Thomas - Sociology
Nancy Louise Thompson - Art
Robin Thompson - Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
Christine Marie Thornton - Sociology
Joanne E. Tibrin - Art
Mark Howard Tobin - Political Science
David F. Tognarelli - Art
Christine Toll - Latin
Godfried Esperanza Tong - Economics
Richard Torsney - Political Science
David Allen Towers - Art
John J. Treanor - History
Paul Francis Turcotte, Jr. - History
Andrew P. Turley - Political Science
Richard Clayton Turner - Mathematical Science
Terry N. Turner - Mathematical Science & Psychology
Arthur F. Tuttle III - Biology
Katherine Driscoll Urquhart - Sociology
Bradford Stephen Valente - Theatre Arts
Charlotte Denton Vandemoer - Psychology
Lydia L. Vanbinte - Biology
Clare E. Vann - English
Cynthia A. Vardaro - Sociology
Jacqueline Vaughan - Theatre Arts
Judith Anne Vejvoda - Psychology
Angelo P. Vitiello - Economics & Sociology
Eileen A. Vitone - Music
Patricia Marie Waggert - Sociology
Beverly J. Waite - Art
Clyde F. Walton - Sociology
Carol Jean Wang - Psychology
Stanley Michael Wanucha - French
Ralph James Warner - Mathematical Science
Marguerite A. Warterman - Sociology
Sally E. Watson - Psychology
Robert G. Weckesser - Art
Ronald Jay Weinstein - History
Claudia Wellington - Music
Keith F. Westerman - English
Kathleen D. Westfield - Anthropology
James Cecil White - Sociology
Sharri Joy Whitman - Theatre Arts
William F. Whitner - Sociology
King Williams - English
Lawrence J. Williams - Economics
David B. Willis - Music
Victoria Wills - Anthropology
Jeffery H. Wilson - English
Marcia Jane Winitzer - Political Science
Heidi Catherine Winston - Biology
Peter Michael Wolenski - Psychology
Yoke W. Wong - Sociology
Donna M. Woodward - Anthropology
Dereje Workneh - Political Science
Paul Gainer Wright - English
Pauline F. Young - Sociology
Gordon Kwok-Mo Yu - Art
Vivian R. Zadkovich - Sociology
Zelda Sharon A. Zadnik - Anthropology
Macsutto S. Zamore - Sociology & Anthropology
Claudia J. Zickell - English
Leonard Benson Zide - Psychology
Julie Anne Zinkus - Philosophy

Bachelor of Science

Nicholas D. Anastas - Biology
Paul Lewis Bagnall - Biology
Linda L. Barden - Biology
Shahin Bassiri - Biology
Scott Lincoln Bell - Biology
William Andrew Bennett - Biology
Annette Joanne Blyzniuk - Biology
Annell Patricia Bond - Biology
Paul Vincent O'Leary - Biology
Carol O'Neill - Biology
Joseph P. O'Reilly - Biology
Mark H. Pichler - Biology
M. F. Suzanne Pinette - Biology & Philosophy
Mary Ann Piotrowicz - Biology
Joanne Christina-Marie Cullinane - Chemistry
William P. Dalton, Jr. - Biology
Joseph Anthony Davenport - Biology & Psychology
Despina F. Dimitropoulos - Chemistry
Maureen Ann Donahue - Biology
John J. Donoghue - Chemistry & Physics
Mary Anne Drottar - Psychology
Jean Schmidt Duplain - Psychology
Mark H. Pichler - Biology
M. F. Suzanne Pinette - Biology & Philosophy
Mary Ann Piotrowicz - Biology
Thomas B. Potthier - Biology
Lawrence John Reinhart - Physics
Lydia G. Britzky - Psychology & Anthropology
Barbara Gall Brun - Biology
Michael Francis Cabral - Biology
Karen Oikum Cheung - Biology
Philip Chu - Physics
Carol A. Ciastak - Biology
William E. Cimbrelo - Chemistry
Nancy Marie Collins - Biology
Darrell Owen Cronkrite - Chemistry
Mary Patricia Cullen - Biology
Joanne Christina-Marie Cullinane - Chemistry
William P. Dalton, Jr. - Biology
Joseph Anthony Davenport - Biology & Psychology
Despina F. Dimitropoulos - Chemistry
Maureen Ann Donahue - Biology
John J. Donoghue - Chemistry & Physics
Mary Anne Drottar - Psychology
Jean Schmidt Duplain - Psychology
Mark H. Pichler - Biology
M. F. Suzanne Pinette - Biology & Philosophy
Mary Ann Piotrowicz - Biology
Thomas B. Potthier - Biology
Lawrence John Reinhart - Physics
Lydia G. Britzky - Psychology & Anthropology
Barbara Gall Brun - Biology
Michael Francis Cabral - Biology
Karen Oikum Cheung - Biology
Philip Chu - Physics
Carol A. Ciastak - Biology
William E. Cimbrelo - Chemistry
Nancy Marie Collins - Biology
Darrell Owen Cronkrite - Chemistry
Mary Patricia Cullen - Biology
Joanne Christina-Marie Cullinane - Chemistry
William P. Dalton, Jr. - Biology
Joseph Anthony Davenport - Biology & Psychology
Despina F. Dimitropoulos - Chemistry
Maureen Ann Donahue - Biology
John J. Donoghue - Chemistry & Physics
Mary Anne Drottar - Psychology
Jean Schmidt Duplain - Psychology
Mark H. Pichler - Biology
M. F. Suzanne Pinette - Biology & Philosophy
Mary Ann Piotrowicz - Biology
Thomas B. Potthier - Biology
Lawrence John Reinhart - Physics
Lydia G. Britzky - Psychology & Anthropology
Barbara Gall Brun - Biology
Michael Francis Cabral - Biology
Karen Oikum Cheung - Biology
Philip Chu - Physics
Carol A. Ciastak - Biology
William E. Cimbrelo - Chemistry
Nancy Marie Collins - Biology
Darrell Owen Cronkrite - Chemistry
Mary Patricia Cullen - Biology
College of Public and Community Service
Bachelor of Arts
College of Management and Professional Studies
Bachelor of Arts

Rosetta T. Addison - Management
Barbara Jean Antoniewicz - Management
Paula R. Anzaldi - Management
Mark W. Bannon - Management
James C. Bazzinotti - Management
Robert Edward Bennett - Management
Nancy Menendez Benoit - Management
Judith Ann Beglow-Costa - Management
Michael A. Billings - Management
Gail Susan Blasi - Management
Wilma Blocker - Management

Barry L. Bloomstein - Management
Geoffrey M. Boehm - Management
Karen Ann Bogart - Management
June E. Boger - Management & Psychology
Theresa A. Boles - Management
Michael G. Boyle - Management
Nancy Lee Brady - Management
Joan M. Burke - Management
David J. Caloia - Management
William Watson Carlock, Jr. - Management
Carolyn Mary Carnes - Management
Russell Kevin Carney - Management
Thomas Edward Casey - Management
Francis Lawrence Celi - Management
Michael Steven Chappelle - Management
Robert Lee Charlton - Management
William Childers - Management
Leung Jimmy Chu Chung - Management
Michael James John Cimmino - Management
Deborah Coffey - Management
Leo Vincent Comeau, Jr. - Management
Patricia Ann Connelly - Management
Ronald Douglas Connors - Management
Carrie L. Coughlin - Management
Angelo Joseph Czito, Jr. - Management
Paul E. Croke - Management
Darrel R. Dahlhaus - Management
Patricia Eileen Davis - Management
Maureen G. Davoren - Management
Frederick L. DeParolesa - Management
Denise Ann DiBona - Management
Marco Dito Dicienzo - Management
Paul E. DiMarino - Management
Helen C. DiNucci - Management
Suzanne F. Doyle - Management
Stephen Drinan - Management
Daniel Raymond Durso - Management
Colette Antoinette Ellarke - Management
Dawn Sue Ellingston - Management
Charles Alan Levin - Management
Jackson S. Lang - Management
Sharon R. Fohl - Management
John Allen Fowler - Management
Susanne Franck - Management
Susan Adamson Fox - Management
Mark Steven Fraser - Management
Ruel Gibbs Garretson - Management
Hilarie Fay Garretson-Butt - Management
Carol Genco - Management
Jay Joan Gerbis - Management
Winifred Mary Lord Goines - Management
Michael David Goldberg - Management
Maria Goldeß - Management
Ilene S. Goodman - Management
Ronald E. Gulick - Management
Brenda Marie Guzzetti - Management
Catherine E. Hallinan - Management & Sociology
Karen J. Hamilton - Management
Andrew D. Harris - Management
Scott David Handorf - Management
Edward P. Hannigan - Management
Eileen J. Hannon - Management
John J. Hannon - Management
Robert T. Hastry - Management
Jennifer A. Hedlund - Management
Thomas Francis Hines, Jr. - Management
Jodie Elaine Holmquist-Dugas - Management
Lynda Wei Hsu - Management
Nohmchukwu Iuchi - Management
Benita Adella Jenkins - Management & Political Science
Thomas W. Jenkins - Management
Barbara Ellen Joyce - Management
Maureen Anne Joyce - Management
Steven Kamens - Management
Oniprakas Kanouiia - Management
James Michael Kantelis - Management
Helen N. Karas - Management
Haralampos D. Katsagoulis - Management
Michael F. Katsimbas - Management
Dimitri Keletkehikis - Management
William Joseph Kell - Management
Michael A. Kennedy - Management
Terrence William Kennedy - Management & Economics
Michael C. Kenney - Management
Robert F. Kickham - Management
Patricia Ann Killion - Management
Daniel Robert Lennon - Management
Charles Alan Levin - Management
Elaine Yee-Ting Liu - Management
Carmen Loarca-Alvarado - Management
David Mark Lombardi - Management
Ann Marie MacDonald - Management
Madelyn S. Madow - Management
Donald Charles May - Management
Robert W. McClelland - Management
Joan Marie McCormick - Management
Kathleen Mary McSweeney - Management
Kathleen Mary McSweeney - Management
Linda R. Mendez - Management
Albert L. Mills - Management
Ngozi F. Moghalu - Management
Patricia Geary Moore - Management
Mary Theresa Morgan - Management
Donald B. Morrissey - Management
Karen M. Navane - Management
Huy N. Nguyen - Management
Adamma Christine Nwokedi - Management
Oduocha, Victor Chukwuemeka - Management
Kim D. Oelschlagel - Management
Margaret L. O'Neil - Management
James Michael O'Sullivan - Management
Robert Stuart Pike - Management
Teresa Platon - Management & Spanish
Timothy M. Reardon - Management
Jody M. Reppucci - Management
Wendy Bouquer Robinson - Management
Carol Linnea Rowe - Management
Maria Ruggero - Management
Philip Sabi Sama - Management
Barbara Jean Saur - Management
Lana Jane Scofield - Management & Psychology
Judith A. Sharland - Management
Raymond A. Sheffield, Jr. - Management
Antonia Shelzi - Management
Patricia A. Silva - Management
Boyle W. Slayman - Management
John M. Smith - Management
John Edward Spada - Management
Marian Donovan Splaine - Management
Myles Patrick Stang - Management
Michael S. Stokes - Management
Diane J. Sullivan - Management
Mark Stephen Sullivan - Management
James D. Szamreta - Management
Recipients of Degrees
January 1980
College of Arts and Sciences

Master of Arts
Sally Ann Guadagno – English
Joan Houton – English

Master of Science
Michael Malavasic – Biology

Bachelor of Arts
Timothy Brian Ahern – Sociology
Catherine A. Alberino – English
Ulla Alhonen – English
John L. Anderson – Anthropology & Sociology
Carl A. Awed, Jr. – Philosophy & Political Science
Janice M. Aylaiain – Political Science
Patricia A. Barson – English
Norman Livingstone Beckford – Political Science
Wendy Richardson Bembery – English
Norman William Black – Economics
Susan Carol Blais – Psychology
Gene Bombara – Theatre Arts
Barbara C. Broussard – Political Science
Patricia Ann Brown – Biology
Carina L. Capasso – Mathematical Science
John T. Cassidy, Jr. – English
Margaret Virginia Chapman – Spanish
Crystal Anne Chemris – Spanish
Kathleen Margaret Concannon – Economics
Leanne Marie Conley – Psychology
Joseph Daniel Conway – Political Science
Donald Armand Cormier – Political Science
Kevin Michael Crain – English
Timothy J. Crispo, Jr. – Sociology

Jean E. Crockett – English
Daniel P. Cummings – Sociology
Elizabeth Anne Daigle – French & History
Halina A. Danek – French
Ellen Frances Marie Dargin – Art
Joseph Paul DeAngelis – Economics
Michael J. DeBenedetto – Biology
Sheila Glas Debettencourt – Psychology
Janine Nancy Dedon – Psychology
David Michael DeGennaro – Economics
Donna Liza de La Haye – Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
Peter Dello Russo – History
Michael Frank DeVito – Sociology
Sharon Devos – Anthropology
Deborah A. Driscoll – English
William Drongeole – Sociology
Brian Scott Durno – Political Science
Villa Julia Eikinas – Sociology
Nikolaos Elefopoulos – Psychology
Gail Ann Engel – Sociology
Paul Everett – Theatre Arts
Mary S. Famulari – English
Dolores Jean Fashaw – Theatre Arts
College of Public and Community Service

Bachelor of Arts

Barbara Anne Albenesius—Combined Career: Management of Human Services
Donald Blake—Legal Education Services
Charles Kenard Burton—Legal Education Services & Human Growth & Development
Ferdinand Carangelo—Human Growth & Development
Mary Katherine Mahaney Cassidy—Legal Education Services
Norma Saba Core—Human Services
Lesley F. Cornell—Legal Education Services
Pauline M. Dasey—Community Change & Housing & Human Growth & Development
Mary Theresa Fahey—Community Change & Human Growth & Development
Gail Loughlin Freed—Human Services
Richard C. Gleason—Legal Education Services
Almeta Norfleet Jones—Human Services
Frank Mercier—Legal Education Services
Daniel J. Perkins—Combined Career: Management of Legal Institutions
Gerald C. Pro—Human Services
Francesca Roberson—Community Change & Housing
John F. Santry—Community Planning
Caroline R. Schuler—Combined Career: Management of Human Services
Kathryn F. Shea—Human Services
Mary M. St. Peter—Human Services
Suzanne Sophia Strickland—Community Change & Human Growth & Development

College of Management and Professional Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Lawrence F. Allen—Management
Richard W. Amand—Management
Ann Marie Barry—Management
Linda Susan Baumstei—Management
Diane L. Berube—Management
Robert Michael Breen—Management
Michael Stuart Brooks—Management
Maureen F. Carmody—Management
Harvey B. Charter—Management
Steven P. Cohen—Management
Jean Marie Connolly—Management
F. William Cordaro—Management
David Craig—Management
Lawrence D. Cronin—Management
Joseph Michael Daly—Management
Edward Thomas DeLuca—Management
Murton Ernest Fabisch—Management
Robert F. Finigan, Jr.—Management
Harold W. Frost, Jr.—Management
Robert Steven Gaddi—Management
Paul Carpenter Galzerano—Management
Alice Marie Guiney—Management
William J. Jackson—Management
Robert Jacobs—Management
Joseph Jones—Management
Patricia Louise Kellogg—Management
Alexander Georg Langer—Management
Albert Bellamy Lovering—Management
Priscilla J. Moskos—Management
John Decatur Parsons—Management
Ann Therese Porcino—Management
Elizabeth Ann Rezendes—Management
Paul Michael Solimene—Management
David E. Sperber—Management
Michael Adekumi Taiwo—Management
Joanna Thornburn—Management
Kathleen Mary Tierney—Management
Dennis P. Walsh—Management
Linda Mae Zackrison—Management
Trustees

CHRISTOPHER ALBERTO
GEORGE R. BALDWIN
DAVID J. BEAUBIEN
STEPHEN G. BREYER
SYLVIA BURACK
JAMES F. CRAIN
DANIEL DENNIS
MICHAEL F. DONLAN
JOSEPH P. HEALEY
ANDREW C. KNOWLES
JAMES B. KRAMSIEK
RICHARD LA VOICE
PAUL G. MARKS
OGRETTA B. MCNEIL
RUTH S. MORGENTHAU
SISTER KATHLEEN M. POPKO
EINAR PAUL ROBHAM
ERLINE SHEARER
FREDERICK S. TROY

Ex Officio

EDWARD J. KING, Governor of the Commonwealth
DAVID C. KNAPP, President of the University
GREGORY R. ANRIG, Commissioner of Education
ALFRED L. FRECHETTE, M.D., Commissioner of Public Health
ROBERT L. OKIN, M.D., Commissioner of Mental Health
WILLIAM C. ATKINS, Chairman, Board of Selectmen/Amherst
FREDERICK WINTHROP JR., Commissioner of Food and Agriculture

Officers of the Board

JOSEPH P. HEALEY, Chairman
DAVID C. KNAPP, President of the University
ROBERT H. BRAND, Treasurer
ANN S. HURD, Administrative Secretary
DOROTHY K. EICHEL, Assistant Secretary
JOHN F. MILLER, Assistant Secretary
Marshals
ROGER W. PROUTY
University Marshal
DAVID E. MATZ
PETER J. MCCLURE
T. SCOTT MIYAKAWA
GARY N. SIPERSTEIN
ROBERT J. STEAMER
JOAN C. TONN

Mace Bearer
R. JOSEPH SCHORK

Commencement Committee
JOHN J. CONLON, CHAIRMAN
MARY ANN ALEXANDER
JOSEPH BLOOMSTEIN
CAROLYN BURT
JOSEPH CRIMMINS
NANCY CROSS
ROBERT DWYER
ROBERT GORMAN
S. WILLIAM HANEY
JULIUS HAYES
JOAN HORSON
JOHN LARNER
JAMES LOVETT
JANET MONTGOMERY
NANCY NAGLER
ANNE POLITI
KAREN PURPLE
ARLENE QUINLAN
DON REID
SHIRIN THOMAS
WALTER WEIBRECHT